Windows/Mac Mirror Mode

**VGA**

**HDMI 1**

**HDMI 2**

**Notice Point:** The all of screen only display up to 1920x1080 once you insert the VGA port.

Windows System, as long as the laptop and screen can display up to 4K@30Hz.

Mac System, which supports single and dual HDMI display up to 4K@30Hz, only supports mirror mode and non-mirror mode.

Windows Extend Mode

**PC + VGA + HDMI 1**

**A + B&B (1080P)**

**PC + VGA + HDMI 2**

**A + B + C (1080P)**

**PC + HDMI 1 + HDMI 2**

**A + B + C (4K@30Hz)**

**PC + VGA + HDMI 1 + HDMI 2**

**A + B&B + C (1080P)**

Mac Extend Mode= Non-Mirror Mode

**VGA**

**HDMI 1**

**HDMI 2**

Mac System, the Extend Mode is equal to Non-Mirror Mode, because Mac System does not support Extend Mode list

**Attention:** Because the current output of the new Mac book is about 1.9 A, when the load exceeds 1A, the computer will start the self-protection function. It will be prompted that USB consumes a lot of power and is disabled. Pull the converter off and then turn it again. Priority should be given to inserting the power-consuming device such as the PD power supply (connecting hard disk). When it is not connected properly, please connect it. Electrical appliances are used in the Type C base of the product to supply power to computers, hard disks and other equipment.

When inserting and unplugging the PD adapter, the connected USB device will be disconnected quickly, and then recovered in a few seconds to prevent data loss or damage. Please avoid disconnecting the connection between the PD adapter and the AC power supply when transmitting data.

**Package Contents:**

Before installation, please check the items in the package.

The package should contain the following items:

USB-C Multifunctional Converter x1

User's manual x1

**Windows+P**

Screen switch shortcut key

**Sound output procedure**

Choose Apple menu>System Preferences, then click Sound. Select the Output tab. Select a device for sound output.